ATC Pedestrian Bridge Project Status & Update

July 17, 2020
Souts Thavong, City of Aurora Public Work Division

Bridge Construction
Construction continues during this difficult time. Thank you for everyone hard work. Contractors install deck platforms, bridge reinforcements and pour bridge deck, upper box and bridge cornice. Railing posts and conduits for bridge lighting are being install. Addition information and construction updates are available on the City website at: https://www.aurora-il.org/1928/Aurora-Transportation-Center-ATC

Construction Pictures (see below):

Phasing Stages. March 2020
June 26, 2020- installing bridge deck and upper box reinforcements, spans 3, 4. Looking west.
July 1, 2020. Pouring bridge deck, spans 2 and 3. Looking west
July 1, 2020. Pouring bridge deck, spans 2 and 3. Looking NW
July 1, 2020. Pouring bridge deck, spans 2 and 3.
July 9, 2020- Cleaning and setting formworks for concrete pour for upper box, span 1 and 3.
July 10, 2020- Pouring of upper box, span 1 and 3. Looking west
July 13, 2020- Framing west bridge approach. Looking east.
July 13, 2020. Installation of bridge posts and railings. Looking west
June 16, 2020 - Framing and installing reinforcements, bridge monument (east side)
July 17, 2027. Current bridge condition. Looking west from east side of the bridge. Forming bridge monument (east side)